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Title:  Health and Wellness

● Science + Dance?

Statement of the Problem:

● In this experiment I will be measuring how much bacteria grows in your dance shoes in
the time span of one hour each day for five weeks. I want to do this experiment because
it is important to learn about the different types of bacteria that grow in your shoes. The
information gained from this experiment will help people learn how bacteria grows.

● Which dance shoe holds the most bacteria?

Objective:

● In this experiment, I am going to test to see which one of my dance shoes after being
worn for the same amount of time contains more bacteria. I used tap and jazz shoes to
conduct the experiment.

Hypothesis:

● I hypothesize that the black jazz shoes will have more bacteria because I think doing  jazz
releases more bacterial toxins than the tap shoes because in jazz you move your feet
and sweat more than in tap shoes. The BalletBox states, the inside of your dance shoes
are prime for bacteria to grow. It’s cool and moist, which is prime time for these bacteria
to thrive. (E. Coli,  B. Serratia Ficaria, C. Klebsiella Pneumonia).

● https://getballetbox.com/how-often-should-you-replace-your-canvas-ballet-shoes/

https://getballetbox.com/how-often-should-you-replace-your-canvas-ballet-shoes/


Materials:
● Ladies Pulse Leather Jazz Shoes (black)

● Children's Jazz Tap Leather Tap Shoes

● Notes app on iphone
● Samsung Galaxy S21 ultra +
● Logbook
● 20 Petri dishes with agar from amazon

(https://www.amazon.com/s?k=Lab+Petri+Dishes+with+agar

rh=n%3A318074011&ref=nb_sb_noss)
● 20 cotton swabs
● Proper PPE gear (goggles, lab coat, gloves, hairnet, mask)
● Clear tape
● Cardboard box

Dependent and Independent Variable:

● Independent- The different types of dance shoes
● Dependent- Colony growth
● Control- The time in the dance shoes

Procedure
1. Purchase new Ladies Pulse Leather Jazz Shoes (black) and Children's Jazz Tap Leather Tap

Shoes.
2. Purchase petri dishes from amazon.

(https://www.amazon.com/s?k=Lab+Petri+Dishes+with+agar
rh=n%3A318074011&ref=nb_sb_noss)

3. Wear jazz shoes to dance class or practice for one hour a day for five weeks.

4. At the end of five weeks, swab the shoe with a cotton swab 10 times then swab 10 more
times in a zigzag motion with constant zigzag motion on each petri dish with agar.

5. Label the 10 petri dishes and seal them in a cardboard box with masking tape.

6. Let the petri dishes sit for five days.

https://www.amazon.com/s?k=Lab+Petri+Dishes+with+agar&rh=n%3A318074011&ref=nb_sb_noss
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=Lab+Petri+Dishes+with+agar&rh=n%3A318074011&ref=nb_sb_noss
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=Lab+Petri+Dishes+with+agar&rh=n%3A318074011&ref=nb_sb_noss
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=Lab+Petri+Dishes+with+agar&rh=n%3A318074011&ref=nb_sb_noss


7. At the end of the five day period, count the colonies of bacteria in the petri dishes and
record your results.

8. Count each little colonie of bacteria.
9. Repeat steps 3-8 for the tap shoes.

Results:

● The results for this experiment showed that after averaging my 10 trials, the jazz shoe
average was 83 bacterial colonies, and the tap shoe average was 38.8 bacterial
colonies. This information indicates that the jazz shoe had the most colonies of
bacteria making it the dirtiest of the two  different types of dance shoes.

Figure 1: Jazz shoe results

T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 T10 AVG

Tap 48 27 43 22 18 15 26 50 65 74 38.8

Jazz 98 70 68 94 77 90 79 87 57 110 83





Conclusion:
1. In this experiment my objective was to test to see which one of my dance shoes
(Ladies Pulse Leather Jazz Shoes (black), Children's Jazz Tap Leather Tap Shoes) after
being worn for the same amount of time contains more bacteria. I did this by
swabbing the shoe with a cotton swab then on the petri dish and counting the
colonies of bacteria. I repeated this 10 times for each shoe.

2. In this experiment I hypothesized that the black jazz shoes will have more bacteria
because I think doing  jazz releases more bacterial toxins than the tap shoes because
in jazz you move your feet and sweat more than in tap shoes. The BalletBox states,
the inside of your dance shoes are prime for bacteria to grow. It’s cool and moist,
which is prime time for these bacteria to thrive. (E. Coli,  B. Serratia Ficaria, C.
Klebsiella Pneumonia). My hypothesis was correct  because the jazz shoe had the



most bacteria.

3. The results for this experiment showed that after averaging my 10 trials, the jazz
shoe average was 83 bacterial colonies, and the tap shoe average was 38.8 bacterial
colon
ies. This information indicates that the jazz shoe had the most colonies of bacteria
making it the dirtiest of the two  different types of dance shoes.

4. As a professional dancer I want my shoes to not have a lot of bacteria so I don't
get sick and get any diseases, which this experiment showed me the different types
of bacteria. I learned that I need to wash my dance more often.

5. If I did this experiment again I would choose different dance shoes and the time in
the dance shoes and also I would use all the dance shoes of people in my class to
make a larger sample size.

Pictures: Additional photographs or drawings

Figure 1: Swabbing the petri dish from the jazz shoe.





Figure 2: Swabbing the jazz shoe.



Figure 3: Swabbing the petri dish from the tap shoe.



Figure 4: Swabbing the tap shoe.



Figure 5: Setting up the petri dishes.


